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Abstract

Radiation from space mainly consists of charged
heavy particles (protons and heavier particles). Due
to this fact, the effective dose significantly differs from
jthe physical dose. Current measuring equipment is not
fully suitable to measure both of the quantities
simultaneously. A combined device for measurement
of the mentioned values consists of an on-board
thermohuninescence (TL) dosimeter reader and a three-
axis silicon detector linear energy transfer (LET)
spectrometer. This paper deals with the main
characteristics of the. new system. This system can be
applied for dosimetry of aircrew as well.

Methods

The physical dose (Gy) is measured with a TXD
system named Pille. This system applies different TL
materials (CaSO4:Dy, 7LiF,LiF and AljOjtC) and these
dosimeters are read out by a lightweight (1.5 kg) on-
board reader. The reader is able to work in manual and
in automatic mode. In the latter case, the reader meas-
ures the dosimeter left in the device. This TLD system
was developed in, the Space Dosimetry Laboratory of
the Atomic Energy Research Institute, Budapest.

The radiation weighing factor (RWF) is used%to
convert the physical dose to the dose equivalent (Sv).
The RWF is a function of the LET of the concerned
radiation. The LET value of the space radiation shows
a wide range distribution between 0.3 to 200 keV/um.

The DOSimetry TELescope (DOSTEL) is based
on two Si detectors, ft was developed with the
cooperation of DLR and the University of Kiel in 1995.
This distributionis measured by a three-orthogbnal-axis
silicon detector telescope and the evaluation software
converts the LET spectrum to an averaged RWF.

Results

The new combined system is under development
and the prototype will be ready in the year 2000. Both

of the earlier applied components of the system, i.e.,
the Pille system and the single-axis silicon telescope
DOSTEL, were used in earlier flights. The small size,
extremely wide range system - consisting of a set of
bulb dosimeters and an on-^board TLD reader - was
used mostly for space flight on different space stations
and space shuttles as well. The DOSTEL had its
maiden flight on STS76 in 1996. The instrument is
part of the dosimetry experiment E094 in mission 6A
on the International Space Station.

Discussion ,

The earlier Pille dosimeter could measure only the
absorbed dose, and the silicon telescope was able to
determine the LET spectra in only one direction. The
tasks in this project are the development and
manufacturing of the three-axis silicon detector
connected to the automatic qn-board TLD Reader and
the development of software for TLD data evaluation
using gated and ungated LET spectra measured by the
particle telescope.

The combined device in automatic readout mode
will be able to determine the physical dose and the
dose equivalent in the direction of the three axes. This
complex system will be applicable for on-board
calibration and the high temperature method can be
accomplished by using the complex analysis of the
heating curve.

Conclusions

Monitoring exposure of astronauts to space
radiation is very important because of the high dose
rate due mostly to high-energy protons and alpha
particles. It will be possible to simultaneously
determine the absorbed dose and the dose equivalent
with the complex DOSTEL-Pille system. The given
system can be applied for aircrew and high-energy
laboratory personal dosimetry as well.
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